
Rural corrosion

Saint-Gobain - Coating Solutions 

Z-JET metallisation gun 

Weight : 2,2 kg

Marine corrosion

Industrial corrosion

City corrosion
Different nozzle sizes 
2mm, 3mm, 3,17mm, 4mm 

Motor control 
Motor ON/OFF 
Speed setting 

Flame control 
OFF / Ignite / ON

Air motor
Oil tank integrated 

Benefits 
Z-Jet metallisation gun is a single application gun

dedicated to corrosion protection coatings with  Zinc 
or Zinc-Aluminum wires, 

Z-Jet is lightweight and makes this the ideal
metallisation gun used for long operation time on 
complicated shapes, 

Z-Jet is very easy to set-up and to use for on-site job
or in-house job, 

 Very rugged construction & design. Does not require 
specific assistance for maintenance, 

 Wide range of spray parameters for high spray 
rates and high quality surface finishing, 



Z-JET metallisation gun 
Typical equipment setting 

SN

Z-JET with the 1018A gas control panel

Aluminum alloys, 
Zinc-aluminum (Dunois). 
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Set of tools

sion protection application 

by spraying Zinc with the Z-Jet 
Passive protection : the protective 
layer is used as a barrier, which 
seals the iron from the corrosive 
environment. The iron life-time is 
linked to the layer permeability. 

Galvanic protection : the protective 
layer is used as a sacrificial material. 
During corrosion, the protective 
layer is consumed. The iron life-time 
depends on the layer thickness. 

like than with Arc Spray systems our Z Jet gun does not require 
e operator wears I.P.5 safety glasses for eye protection. Also, 
voids zinc fever when spraying Zinc-Aluminum alloys.

her spray efficiency (70%) allows to save material and reduces 
ount of dust considerably compared to arc spraying. No ozone. 

mpared to arc spray guns, the Z-Jet gun is more ergonomic 
aying on complicated shapes and especially for on-site jobs, 

der 7 000m²/year of zinc coated surfaces, flame wire spraying 
a better rentability than arc spraying. 

me spray guns can be recommended for large surface 
g jobs as well as precision jobs. 

The metallisation with Zinc or Dunois 
wire provides cathodic protection 
against corrosion and increases the 
life-time 4 to 5 times compared to 
painting. 

her bonding of the painting layer onto the metallisation even 
ratches. Possibility to recondition the old painting only with a 
g operation by brushing. No whole grit blasting is required. 

of the metallisation versus hot galvanisation 

MetallisationPainting 

e integration of a galvanisation line require a huge pool of 
 zinc. This pool is a limitation for on-site jobs or the 
isation of long pieces such as pylone, columns, ramps... 

is difficult to achieve a good bonding between the top layer of 
nd a galvanised coating. 

 of the metallisation versus painting 

inting does not ensure galvanic protection. 

en painting layer is scratched, weeping of rust appears 
iately. 
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Low melting point 
metal wire spraying 
Zinc alloys 
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